THE PEOPLES
NATIONAL
DEMOCRATIC PARTY
‘For the People, For the Nation’
On behalf of The Peoples National Democratic Party, I would like to
provide an overview of how we, as a Political Party, view the current
political, economic and social ‘state’ of our Nation. We also explain
issues and policies that we wish to instigate on behalf of you, the People
of Great Britain. I feel it is an open and in some cases, brutally honest
appraisal of how things are and how they effect both you and Britain.
At the end of this ‘overview’ we would like to present our…
... ‘Concise guide to The Peoples National Democratic Party policies’ …
It covers things that we believe actually mean something to you regarding
your hopes and more recently, your fears on a number of very important
issues:









National Economic decline
Unemployment
The break down in Law and Order
Rising and unsustainable levels of Immigration
Europe and the EU ‘Dictatorship’
The NHS
Education
National Security
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The UK, the Nation we all hold so dear is economically and socially
decaying and ultimately, ‘dying’.
The cause of our Nation’s ‘terminal illness’ is complex to say the least but here is THE KEY REASON:

Britain can not ‘pay its way’
If this Country was a ‘business’ then it would have been bankrupted by
its ‘creditors’ decades ago. The revenue that this Country generates, to
‘function’ as we would wish it to, is NO LONGER ENOUGH. The ever
increasing National Debt of this Country, if allowed to continue under a
Labour Government, will completely destroy Britain economically. More
frighteningly, IF the Country was to be run by The Conservatives, along
with their obvious ‘divisions and potential infighting’, then it would only
hasten Britain’s decline!
What both Labour and The Conservatives seem to CONSTANTLY forget
and realise, is with whom the real ‘strength’ of Britain lays. It is with
You! Those of you that have contributed MOST to keeping Britain
‘financially functioning’ have been the hard working people and
businesses of Britain. Through your income and corporation taxes,
national insurance contributions, as well as the ‘overburdening
multitude’ of other taxation forced on you in your day to day lives
means that…..

…..YOU HAVE DONE
AND CONTINUE TO DO,
YOUR PART!
At your ‘expense’, over the past few decades, both Labour and Tory
policies have ‘used you and bled you dry’ – WITH NO RETURN. The
major part of your ‘financial graft’ does not go on benefiting YOU. Your
reward for ‘working hard’ and ‘playing fair’ has meant:

 It has not made your jobs or businesses economically
safer
 It has not stopped Mass Unemployment
 It has not created any major number of new jobs
 It has not stopped your daily living expenses going up
and up
 It has not gone towards making Education better
 It has not gone towards finding jobs for school leavers
 It has not gone to improving The NHS
 It is not gone towards fighting Crime
 It has not stopped ‘immigrants’ financially abusing our
Nation
What has DEFINATELY been ‘created financially, economically and
socially’ is a system where:

 Welfare cheats, scroungers, the dysfunctional, the anti-social,
the ‘lazy’ and the criminal all thrive. For example, over the
years, both Tories and Labour through their ‘policies’, have
‘rewarded’ and ‘promoted’ the idea that ‘certain forms of
single motherhood’ and ‘family breeding programmes’ can be
a type of ‘career path’ for certain elements within our society.
For ‘certain people in our society’ successive Governments
have induced this ‘type of lifestyle’ as a means to achieve
regular ‘state handouts’ with ‘free accommodation’ thrown in
 The reward and welcome of ‘unjustified and undesirable
immigrants’ is common
 We pander to Brussels and the EU policies at the expenses of
our own ‘Britishness’
 We pander to, and waste billions upon billions of pounds per
annum, to the ‘politically correct brigade’ and ‘do-gooders’,
who support all of ‘the above’
 Successive Conservative and Labour Governments have
practically destroyed the ‘Industrial Manufacturing
Infrastructure’ of Britain and made Britain into a ‘Service
Nation’ – specialising in……………………. ‘BANKING’!
 Successive Conservative and Labour Governments have
undermined our hardworking and under resourced
Emergency Services and NHS
 They have undermined and under-equipped our brave Armed
Forces. The way both Conservative and Labour Governments
have also neglected the families of our military personnel is the
most distasteful crime of all. Squalid living conditions, making
the injured service personnel ‘fight for compensation’, lack of
support etc, etc. These are some of the COWARDLY ACTS
perpetrated by this Government actually ON our own brave
and courageous troops and their families
 Conservatives and Labour ineffectually ‘rewrite’ and
constantly ‘tinker’ with education to the degree that teaching
staff, pupils and parents are not sure ‘where any of us are
heading’
All in all, those most suffering now under this inept Labour
‘Government’ are YOU, the People. You are continually ‘financially
put upon’ and ‘financially beaten’ with more and more taxes and a
National Economy that is in ‘freefall’!

The Culprits
For many decades Labour and Conservative Governments have passed
our Nation’s economic and social wellbeing back and forth between
themselves. They have pulled and tugged at the ‘intricate contents’ of our
Nation, like children in a game of ‘pass the (Nation) parcel’. Each of
these ‘children’ has had their turn ‘tearing and ripping off’ the layers.
The recent and disgusting revelations of the currently elected
Westminster MPs and their Expenses Scam/Scandals, has truly shown
us all that we really have been on our own as a Nation. Your elected MPs
have been given your trust. In return you’ve been repaid with utter
contempt and disrespect by not just this current ‘impotent, misguided
and out of touch’ Labour Government but also by the so-called,
‘Opposition Parties’. They have all had their snouts in the trough!
Decent, hard working ‘every day people’ of Britain realise that this
type of behaviour is morally wrong. If any other ‘employee’ (which MPs
are, as they are ‘employed’ by you), was caught acting like this, then
they would be:
 Instantly dismissed.
 Lose ALL rights to pensions/benefits.
 Potentially face prosecution.
You would not do it.
Why should MPs!
Even now that they have been caught red handed, they still have no
semblance of ‘moral fibre or backbone’ to say ‘it’s a fair cop’ and
choose to voluntarily ‘step down’. Like the worst forms of a recidivist
they protest their innocence, so that they are able to continue to receive
their salaries, then receive their de-selection ‘golden handshake’ and
finally be ‘pensioned off’ – ALL AT THE TAXPAYERS EXPENCE!

Not one of them is worthy of asking you, the populace,
of ‘your grace and favour’ to allow them to continue in
office.

The vast majority of the current Westminster MPs and their Political
Leaders have allowed this abuse to go on for years! As they have all tried
to cover up these ‘illicit claims’ and proven that they can not be ‘trusted’,
how do we now move forward as a Nation politically and economically?
The Peoples National Democratic Party proposes to change drastically,
how MP’s are remunerated. Our proposals will not be liked at all by our
political opponents as it will mean that the Gravy Train that they have
all been ‘aboard’ will be coming to a grinding halt! The current crop of
MP’s continue to bleat on about not ‘earning enough’ and ‘no one could
be an MP’ on what they earn!
They do not live in the same world as the rest of us!
TRANSPARENCY and FAIRNESS for our Employers – You, the
Taxpayers!
We also believe that current MPs no longer spend enough time back in
their Constituencies working for the benefit of their local constituents, the
very people who elected them. How often do you actually see them
‘working locally’?
There are 2 main reasons for this:
 The more days away, ‘out of their constituencies’, the more
they are able to MAXIMISE their expenses claims/abuse
 It is easier to ‘sit around’ at Westminster ‘bickering and
playing politics’. Nowadays it seems, very few MP’s actually
want to get their ‘hands dirty’ and try to work towards
addressing, first hand, the economic and social problems, that
are manifesting in their own ‘back yards’. They are mostly
distant from ‘you, their electorate’- until of course, the ‘run up
to re-election’
A Peoples National Democratic Party MP is committed to give their
constituents, constantly, the MAJORITY of their working time LOCALLY.
We want our MPs to put their constituents FIRST, not ‘third’.

